
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Having collected and analyzing the data, some conclusions were given below:

All types of code mixing used in Break Out music program namely : insertation,

alternation, and congruent lexicalization. insertation, alternation, and congruent

lexicalization. It consists of 39 utterances (61,90%) insertation of code mixing, 17

utterances (26,98%) alternation of code mixing, and 7 utterances ( 11,12%)

lexicalization of code mixing.

1. Kind of code mixing used was Insertion of word (single word, Noun, Verb,

Adjective, Adverb), The insertion of phrase, the insertion of idiom, the insertion

of hybrids, the insertion of clause, Alternation and congruent lexicallization code

mixing.

2. The dominant type of code mixing that used in Break Out music program is

Insertation because all the presenters used halfway through English in their

conversation. The result showed that the most dominant type of code-mixing
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used by Break Out Music Program is Insertation. insertation was the most

dominant in script Break Out music program because the presenters speak

English too much in their conversation than constituent from one languages take

place of a comparable item in the language or just mixes lexical material from

either usage occurs.

5.2 Suggestion

Having conducted a research about an analysis of code mixing, it is useful to

consider the following suggestions: Understanding of the code mixing would help

people when conducted a conversation whether as speaker or hearer. To everyone

who are talking or speaking especially in a formal situation should give complete,

clear, true and orderly information. It is suggested for the researchers who want to

research about code mixing more clearly, make it be detail and easy to understand

about code mixing and all types of code mixing.

Finally the reseracher hope this reserach can give positive contribution for:

1. It can help English students in increasing their knowledge about English –

Indonesia Code Mixing.

2. May it can help other reseacher to be the reference in doing the same

research.

3. The readers who want to know about English – Indonesia Code Mixing

analysis in the novel and help the reader to have better usderstanding about it


